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(1)

OPEC AND THE NORTHEAST ENERGY CRISIS

Thursday, February 10, 2000

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, D.C.
The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in Room

2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Benjamin A. Gilman
[Chairman of the Committee] presiding.

Chairman GILMAN. The Committee will come to order. We are
pleased to convene this hearing on OPEC and the energy crisis. We
are joined this morning by two international energy policy experts
from the Department of Energy and the Department of State, and
by three witnesses representing the New York Energy Authority,
the Petroleum Marketers Association, and the American Trucking
Association.

Our two panels are going to be able to provide Committee Mem-
bers with a comprehensive overview of the impact in the Northeast
and throughout our Nation of the production cutbacks by the Orga-
nization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, OPEC, and the origins
of the energy crisis affecting thousands of households and hundreds
of businesses across the State of New York and New England.

With the price of home heating tripling over the past year, many
of our low-income consumers and many of our small businesses in
our districts and our states are hard-pressed to heat their homes
and to keep their shops and their factories running. Hundreds of
letters and calls have poured into our district offices and Wash-
ington offices describing the crisis from their own perspective,
where to a large extent they are fighting a losing battle in trying
to stay warm without going broke in the process.

Today we will try to find some answers from these witnesses who
are here with us, and we are demanding to know how all of this
happened and what our local, state and Federal policymakers are
doing to ensure that it is going to be corrected as early as possible
and does not recur. Many of us who have been around a while re-
call this happening many years ago when OPEC decided to do the
very same thing in the past, cutting back on production and im-
pacting upon our Nation.

We will also get firsthand reports from our witnesses today on
the extent of the problem and a review of what our States are
doing to try to meet this emergency, and how the Federal Govern-
ment can and must do much more to help low-income families put
at risk by the frigid temperatures across the Northeast, and to
keep icebreaking tugboats in operation so that our ports and rivers
remain open to barge traffic.
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There are no simple answers on why or how we got into this cri-
sis, but there can be little doubt that dramatically higher energy
prices will boost inflation and could ultimately force the Federal
Reserve to consider additional interest rate hikes.

Oil prices are higher today than at any time since the Iraqi inva-
sion of Kuwait a decade ago. Production cutbacks decreed by the
producer cartel, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries, have caused worldwide stocks, including those in our Nation,
to be drawn down to very low levels. This imbalance has resulted
in the sharp climb in crude oil prices over the past year.

Late last year, OPEC was indicating that it might relax its pro-
duction quotas if stock reached 1996 levels. But in early January
of this year, the member states of OPEC reversed course and indi-
cated they fully intended to maintain their cutbacks of about six
percent of worldwide production, at least through March of this
year, and possibly through June or later.

As our dependency on foreign oil has increased over the past dec-
ade, the Administration has regrettably fallen short in its efforts
to persuade OPEC and non-OPEC nations alike to moderate their
aggressive policies designed to punish oil-importing nations.

Together with the very cold weather this year and transportation
bottlenecks, OPEC cartel-like operations have sent the price of
heating oil surging throughout New England and New York. The
price of oil reached $30 per barrel briefly during the week of Janu-
ary 21st, compared to about $12 a barrel of oil in the summer
months of last year.

Yesterday I talked with a civil service employee in one of my
counties who told me that his cost for heating oil has doubled from
December of last year to January of this year; that he can only af-
ford to replenish his supply of heating oil to the 150-gallon mark
of his 300-gallon tank. In yesterday’s edition one of our local pa-
pers, the ‘‘Times Herald Record,’’ a prominent newspaper in my
district, described the plight of many of our elderly low-income con-
sumers who are being forced to turn up their thermostats in the
face of sharply higher home heating costs.

That article describes the plight of 74-year-old Virginia Jump of
Mount Hope, who has been forced to keep her oil furnace set at 80
degrees so that her thermostat can stay at 68, and that doesn’t
even keep the drafts at bay in her chilly two-bedroom home. She
lives on a monthly Social Security income of $734, with no phone
or running water because she can’t afford those kinds of services.

Last week she paid $268 for fuel oil, double the price she paid
just two months ago, and she is far from alone in that situation.
Seniors on fixed incomes have been hard-hit by the dramatic in-
crease in energy costs. According to Christine Noble of the Ulster
County Office for the Aging, I quote, ‘‘It’s affecting a lot of people.
Seniors don’t like to ask for help, but this year they don’t have any
choice.’’

So, in trying to address a domestic solution to the growing en-
ergy crisis, I think the Administration has been a day late and a
dollar short with inadequate efforts to boost stocks of heating oil
around the country and to find a proposal for our low-income con-
sumers.
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In its latest allocation of funding, our U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services released $45 million in additional funding to
the low-income Home Energy Assistance Program to the ten states
of the Northeast and to Alaska, but my State of New York got less
than its fair share, receiving $2.6 million for some 1.4 million low-
income households, while New Hampshire received $5.4 million for
just 47,000 low-income households. We have to make certain that
there is more equity in the distribution of these funds.

I am hoping that someone in the Administration can let us know
how we should explain the problem to our folks who are being
hard-pressed.

Before turning to Mr. Gejdenson for his opening remarks, I
would like to ask that the record be kept open for a period of five
days for incorporation of additional relevant material related to our
hearing, including statements by our witnesses, Joe Berti, Director
of Operations of Speed Motor Express, a family-owned transpor-
tation business in Buffalo, New York; New York State Senator
John Bonacic, Chairman of Senate Committee on Housing Con-
struction and Community Development; Richard Jamieson of Rich’s
Towing, a small towing business in Spring Valley, New York; New
York State Assemblyman, Howard Mills, of Goshen, New York; and
New York State Assemblywoman, Nancy Calhoun, of Blooming
Grove; and New York State Senator Bill Larkin, Steering Com-
mittee Chairman; Joseph Rampey, County Executive of Orange
County, New York; Carl Morse of E.A. Morse and Company, a de-
livery company, Middletown, New York; and Rodney Kaufmann of
Kaufmann Service Center, Gulf Service Station, Montgomery, New
York.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. I am pleased to turn to our Ranking Minority

Member, Mr. Gejdenson, for his opening statement.
Mr. GEJDENSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In watching the Administration’s response, I almost thought I

was back in the Reagan and Bush years rather than the Clinton
years. Frankly, I do not know whether it has been a function of the
great success that we have had in almost every other sector, but
the reaction from the Administration in this area has been difficult
to discern.

We look at any other energy sector in this country, and we have
a strategy to deal with supply and demand. If you are a natural
gas supplier, you have to make sure that you can adequately take
care of your home heating reserves, and you have interruptible con-
tracts with industrial users to make sure if there is a crisis that
home residential people are not left without a supply.

What we find is those kinds of actions taken in the area of nat-
ural gas actually exacerbate the situation when it comes to home
heating oil because, as industrial users are pushed away from nat-
ural gas, they go to number two. They go to fuel oil, increasing de-
mand at a time when there is the lowest supply.

So what we essentially had here was a case where the gas com-
panies managed load by getting rid of industrial users. Industrial
users moved to fuel oil, putting additional pressure on those indi-
viduals who heated their home with number two.
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Additionally, sitting on the strategic petroleum reserve like it
was some ancient artifact that we ought to hang onto is irrational.
For one thing, you get a lot of money for it if you sell it today.

Now, I understand there is a lag in this, but if the present sup-
ply problems exist in heating oil, you know what is going to happen
when we come to summer drive time. We are going to have the
same kind of pressures on the gasoline price.

We have seen some of this, and people do have an ability to re-
duce driving a lot more than they have an ability to reduce the
heat in their homes. It seems to me, it does not take an energy ge-
nius to figure out what will happen if there is a short supply of fuel
oil. We may see some of these pressures in the summer, and if we
want to tell OPEC that they can manipulate our economy and sup-
ply, then we ought to sit on our hands. If we want to tell them it
is a bad idea to do this, it’s a great time to sell off some SPRO.
You will make a little profit. When the oil price goes down, you can
buy it back and actually make a profit for the Government, rather
than just leaving the citizens to be victims of these countries that
we have rescued so often.

The Chairman and I, we all have the same set of experiences. I
know of a woman in Putnam, Connecticut, paying $2.66 a gallon.
I think the Government ought to establish a program where not
only is there a Northeast regional supply, but wholesalers ought to
be required to have an adequate supply in place.

When you look at the fact in this year that we found ourselves
below the 5-year average, I think something like 32 percent below
the 5-year average, it does not take a genius to say at some point,
we would have a couple of cold days in the winter, and people
watching these energy supplies, which I imagine somebody must
have, should have recognized there would be a problem.

So I think one of the things we have to do is tell the wholesale
suppliers who operate in these regions that they cannot walk into
a year with such an inadequate supply that even an average winter
would give you trouble, never mind about a bad month or two in
the winter. So I think one of the things you have got to take back
to your agencies is make sure that wholesale suppliers have an
adequate supply.

Home heating oil and diesel fuel stocks nationwide are down 2
billion gallons, 47 million barrels. Again, I do not know why we
have a Department of Energy. The Republicans wanted to get rid
of all of these departments. Maybe they were right if the only thing
they do is collect statistics and leave consumers out there to
OPEC’s kind of actions. Then maybe they are right. Maybe we
ought to get rid of these departments.

In one county in my district, New London County, we have 4,000
families applying for LIHEAP. That is a thousand more families
than last year already. Now, some LIHEAP dollars are very nice
for them, but inadequate in every one of our districts for the real
need, and middle-class families are also getting killed. So it seems
to me whether you have been a trucker trying to make your living
driving diesel fuel or whether you are somebody heating your home
or running a business, we have had a Government that basically
said we are going to take American assets in the 1990’s and Amer-
ican lives to protect Saudi Arabia and Kuwait from the terrible
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people in Iraq; and then, when Saudi Arabia and Kuwait got to-
gether to have a damaging effect on our economy, we did not hear
anything. We hear nothing frankly from the Administration in this
area, and the thing that we do have is use the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve. But there is always a reason not to dip into it.

If we are not going to ever dip into it, then maybe we ought to
get rid of it. I mean, it is just sitting there in the ground. Now
would be a good time to get rid of it again because, on average, the
barrels you would sell would bring you a higher price than it would
cost you to put them back in there.

I think that when you look at the things we need to do, a re-
gional reserve obviously makes sense. The commercial guys ought
to have an adequate reserve at the beginning of a heating season.
We would not let an electric company reduce its generating capac-
ity, recognizing that if we had an average summer there would be
brownouts across the country. If the electric utilities came to the
Energy Department, and said, ‘‘We are going to close 14 plants on
the East Coast because, if everything is cool and the temperature
does not get above 70 in August, everything is going to be fine,’’
I assume the Energy Department might say this is a bad idea.

On the other hand, when we see OPEC reducing production, re-
fined oil reserves dropping to a level that would endanger people
in an average month, and we see no action, one has to wonder why
we pay these salaries in these various departments.

Mr. Chairman, I am frustrated, as I think many Members are.
I would like to put into the record two letters from the Thames
Valley Community Council for Community Action, together with
my prepared statement.

It may be too late to help people with heating oil, but the answer
then is we still need to make sure we do not end up with a gas
crisis coming into the spring and summer, and also you have got
to send a message to OPEC.

The Gulf producers cannot just pick up the phone and say, ‘‘Gee,
the terrible Iraqis are doing something. We need help,’’ and then
they get to manipulate our economy every time they have a desire
to enrich themselves. If they want to do that, fine. If we have
SPRO, we ought to be using it to protect ourselves, to make sure
we drive down the price of crude, even if it has no impact today.
We ought to start doing this. It will bring us higher prices for the
oil that is in SPRO. It will allow us then to rebuy that oil when
the prices dip, and it will tell people the next time they want to
mess with us, there will be a price.

If not, if I were OPEC, I would cut the production by another five
percent with the response I have seen from the Administration.

I can understand why they sent guys who did not necessarily
have the rank to answer all of these questions.

Thank you.
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gejdenson.
Without objection, your request to enter into the record will be

agreed to.
[The information appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Rohrabacher?
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. ACKERMAN. Just recall, Mr. Rohrabacher, that is the side of
the room you defend the Administration from.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Uh-oh.
Mr. Gejdenson’s remarks reminded me of the story that, I might

add, Ronald Reagan used to tell about a time during the blitz when
some firemen noticed that in one of the burned-out buildings from
the German bombings that there was a noise coming. They went
into the building, and there, after going through the rubble, they
found there was an older lady who was trapped there in the rubble,
but still alive. As they tried to pull the rubble off of her, one of
them found in the rubble also a bottle of whiskey which he imme-
diately brought over to the elderly woman who was still trapped
and said, ‘‘Here, why don’t you have a drink of this.’’ She said,
‘‘Hold on, now. That’s just for emergencies.’’

When we are talking about our oil reserve, perhaps whether or
not we are going to use it as a tool in times like this or whether
this is an emergency or not, I think this is a very important discus-
sion of what is the purpose of us having all of that oil if we are
not going to protect the American consumer in times like this. I am
not necessarily sure what the answer to that question is.

I would like to say that the issue that we are discussing today
seems far removed from some of the policies that I believe directly
impact on this issue and on oil prices and on the availability of fuel
to the United States and the American consumer. Some of the poli-
cies of this Administration, however, have led directly to this situa-
tion, and not necessarily policies by the Department of Energy.

I will, for example, point out that today, because of policies of
this Administration, we have a repressive anti-Western regime that
harbors terrorists in Afghanistan, and I believe this can be tied di-
rectly to the policies of the Administration.

Because we have that hostile regime in Afghanistan, there have
been no pipelines built through Afghanistan that would permit the
oil that is in Central Asia to flow into the world market. These
things seem far removed, but they directly impact on what we are
talking about today.

If Central Asia’s oil had been brought into the world market, it
would have been impossible for OPEC to try to control prices and
manipulate prices the way we are talking about.

I have been trying to get to the bottom of what our policy is in
Afghanistan for several year, and I appreciate Mr. Ackerman, who
has been supporting my legitimate call for the documents that are
necessary to find out what American policy has been in Afghani-
stan.

Let me just report today to my colleagues and to the press and
to whoever else is listening that the Administration is again
stonewalling the efforts that I have made to try to determine
whether or not there has been a covert policy by this Administra-
tion of supporting the Taliban in Afghanistan, and that I have been
denied the documents that are in the time period that I have been
requesting for two years.

There is some reason why the Administration does not want to
give me those documents. Perhaps they are hiding something. I do
not know what it is, but there is a reason. I called on the State
Department today to fulfill their obligation from requests made by
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Chairman Gilman and myself, backed up by Mr. Ackerman, that
they provide us the documents necessary to find out what Amer-
ican policy has been in Afghanistan. Again, this may seem far re-
moved from the fact that our people are suffering in the Northeast
right now, but if you look very closely, it has everything to do with
it. The fact that Central Asia is still isolated has something to do
with the fact that oil pipelines have not been able to be put
through Afghanistan, and without those oil pipelines in Afghani-
stan, OPEC rules the day.

So, with that, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for giving me this op-
portunity for an opening statement. I am interested in the testi-
mony.

Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Rohrabacher.
Mr. Menendez?
Mr. MENENDEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to ask unanimous consent to have my entire statement

in the record.
Chairman GILMAN. Without objection.
Mr. MENENDEZ. There is no doubt that an energy crisis exists in

the Northeast. If you are from other parts of the country, you may
not have felt a pinch, but certainly we have. In New Jersey, we are
clearly at crisis levels.

Imagine your residential energy costs doubling in a matter of
weeks. That is what we are facing. I do not know many families
who have planned for this type of fluctuation in their monthly bills,
but I can tell you there are not many.

We see the cost for home heating oil has more than doubled just
since the middle of January. That means that the price of home
heating oil has risen from about $1 per gallon to $2 per gallon in
just a matter of weeks. To put this in perspective, home heating
oil prices have not averaged more than $1 a gallon since the winter
of 1991.

If average consumption remains constant and the cost for home
heating oil this winter remains on the path we have seen so far,
this could mean that a typical household could spend an additional
$350 or $400 more in home heating cost this winter.

Many factors have contributed to the high cost of home heating
oil in the Northeast, not the least of which is recent action taken
by OPEC to control oil supply and thus increase the price for crude
oil. However, the impact of these OPEC actions has been exacer-
bated by the increase in domestic crude oil prices. These price in-
creases have prompted many refiners and marketers to draw from
their existing stocks of lower-cost crude rather than buying today’s
higher-priced supply.

In this draw-down of domestic supply, it has left the United
States particularly vulnerable to the additional stresses created by
recent winter storms and colder weather, as well as interruptions
in the delivery of home heating oil.

With OPEC’s control of over 40 percent of the world’s oil produc-
tion and 77 percent of reserves, action by the cartel to control
prices by controlling supply has obviously played a significant role
in today’s energy crisis. They have accomplished their goals. Not
only did they achieve their goal of $21 a barrel, but prices have
continued to increase to more than $25 per barrel.
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So I hope that Secretary Richardson, who I understand will be
meeting with OPEC Ministers before their March rendezvous, will
be strong, will be clear and will be sending a very strong message
about what we are willing to do. At the same time, I believe there
is much more that we can do here at home to alleviate the over-
whelming burden on consumers of home heating oil prices.

I support the Administration’s decision to increase supply by de-
ferring the purchase of five million barrels of crude for the Stra-
tegic Petroleum Reserve until the end of the heating season. How-
ever, I do not believe that, by any stretch of the imagination, is
enough.

I have been actively, along with many of my other colleagues, en-
couraging the Administration to go even further and implement a
draw-down of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve either through a
sale or a swap of oil now to be replaced with interest by a date cer-
tain.

I cannot understand why the Strategic Petroleum Reserve was
drawn down during the Gulf War under prices which were far, far
below today’s prices, why it is not being drawn now.

Winter weather does not wait for Government decisions. Our con-
stituents in the Northeast cannot afford to wait any longer, and we
look forward, Mr. Chairman, to the testimony, but more impor-
tantly the actions that will be take to give us some relief.

[The statement of Mr. Menendez appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Menendez.
Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I do have a lengthy opening statement which I will not read, but

ask that it be made a part of the record.
Chairman GILMAN. Without objection, the full statement will be

a part of the record.
Mr. SMITH. I want to thank you for convening this very impor-

tant hearing, notwithstanding some abatement in the weather
which could obviously change in a day or two. We never know
which way that is going to go.

It is very important that the fundamental gauging that is going
on by OPEC and by all those in the pipeline be fully revealed and
hopefully very aggressively fought against.

You fight fire with fire, Mr. Chairman, and you fight oil supply
with oil supply. As my good friend, Mr. Menendez, just pointed out
a moment ago, even during the Gulf War, we were paying less for
home heating oil in New Jersey than we are right now. As a matter
of fact, it was about 50 cents less per gallon than it is today.

I talked to one of the providers of home heating oil in my area,
and he pointed out that in just one weekend the price had jumped
22 cents from Friday to Monday. That is outrageous. I smell a rat.
We should all smell a rat, and hopefully, the Administration will
be much more aggressive. Certainly draw-downs on the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve will help resolve or at least be part of the solu-
tion, because we all know that supply dictates market price. If the
supply goes up, the price will come down.

[The statement of Mr. Smith appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Mr. Ackerman?
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Mr. ACKERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me thank you
first for calling this timely meeting of our Committee.

I was delighted when I came into the room to see the new seat-
ing arrangement. I do not know if it was just something to make
us reminiscent of the past or if it is a harbinger of things yet to
be, but nonetheless we are happy to be back here on this side.

I, too, have a rather lengthy, but nonetheless brilliant statement
that someone wrote, and I will spare us all today by asking unani-
mous consent to place it in the record, if there is no objection, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman GILMAN. Without objection.
Mr. ACKERMAN. I would like to make a point or two. First, this

is kind of unusual. Usually, this is not the kind of cold war that
we discuss in this Committee, but it certainly has international
causes and international ramifications. So I thank the Chairman
for holding this, albeit hastily, much-needed hearing.

It seems to me we have an opportunity to ameliorate the problem
that exists. We have a strategic petroleum reserve. What is it for?
I hope that our panel will address that because it seems to me that
at least a major part of our country, the part that uses much of
this oil—my State alone, I believe uses 20 percent of the home
heating oil of the entire country, and our region accounts for even
more than that.

It makes good economic sense, as the Ranking Member, the gen-
tleman from Connecticut, pointed out. You have bought low. This
is your opportunity to sell high. It will be low again, and you will
have the opportunity to replenish the Strategic Reserve and yet
gain a profit for the Government, not that that is the purpose. But
you lose nothing by this and you will not be running the reserve
into the ground. Instead, you will be providing a much-needed serv-
ice to a region of the country that is suffering deeply.

I know there is a concern about doing this because there is an
OPEC meeting on the 27th of next month, and there is a concern
that perhaps a strategy such as releasing some of the reserve will
cause some kind of retaliation on the part of some members of
OPEC, or OPEC overall.

I would think that they have already reacted. They have preemp-
tively reacted. They have made a decision to do exactly what they
are doing, and if our Strategic Petroleum Reserve is there for some
strategic purpose, I would like to know what the strategy is, if not
to use it, to try to control this kind of preemptive strike by the oil
producers.

That being said, I will yield back the balance of the my time.
[The statement of Mr. Ackerman was not available.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Ackerman.
Mr. Delahunt?
Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just echo what others have said. I come from a State that

has been particularly hard hit. I have not had a chance to read
your testimony, Mr. Secretary, but what I would like to hear today
is whether the Energy Department feels that there needs to be ad-
ditional statutory authority to draw down from the Strategic Petro-
leum Reserve. I’d like to have an answer to that particular ques-
tion.
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I would like to express my own concern that was clearly articu-
lated yesterday at a meeting that Members from the Northeast and
New York and other States particularly impacted, with Secretary
Richardson, about the need to take immediate action. There is no
way that we can wait until March 27th, and I think from that
meeting, there was a consensus from Members of Congress—and I
should underscore on a bipartisan basis—that much of the crisis is
now being driven by speculation.

There was a consensus that clearly the preferable approach to
pierce, if you will, that speculative bubble is to engage in a draw-
down, because history is very instructive in this regard when Presi-
dent Bush, as I am sure you are aware, drew down in the midst
of the Gulf War. In a single day, the price plummeted by $10 per
barrel, and I would pick up on the observation by Mr. Ackerman.

I think at this point in time, we are in very hard negotiations
with OPEC, and I would suggest that is the best course of action
on behalf of the people whom we represent because we know that
sooner or later the prices are going to go back to a more reasonable
level. So I would conclude and yield back by just making those ob-
servations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Delahunt.
Mr. Salmon?
Mr. SALMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I congratulate you on this hearing. I think it is very, very timely.
Let me read a letter that I wrote to you back in April of last

year. ‘‘Dear Mr. Chairman: Since March 1st, the price of gas in cer-
tain Arizona markets has increased by about 50 cents, considerably
more than the prices have increased nationally. Gas prices now av-
erage about $1.40 in Phoenix and Scottsdale. In fact, a recent AAA
survey found that the Arizona price for self-serve unleaded ranked
as fourth highest in the country. While I understand there may be
legitimate reasons for this increase, including refinery fires in Cali-
fornia and, indeed, prices in States dependent on California gas
have risen more than other regions of the country, there may be
another factor, namely OPEC’s recent agreement to fix prices. Ac-
cordingly, I write to request the International Relations Committee
hold a hearing to explore the action that the Administration has
taken or could have taken to prevent OPEC from fixing prices and
the measures it is pursing to break the cartel’s anti-competitive
maneuver. I am gravely concerned that the Administration has ne-
glected this matter, resulting in higher gas prices for millions of
American drivers. Therefore, I believe it is imperative for your
Committee, as it has done so on many occasions in the past, to pro-
vide guidance to the Clinton Administration on how to counter the
OPEC cartel.’’ That is what I wrote clear back in April of last year.

I am pleased now—I guess misery loves company. The fact that
now the Northeast is suffering as well has caused Congress to take
a very serious look at this. I think there are some real irregular-
ities that have been going on for a very, very long time, and I feel
like kind of the voice in the wilderness. I am tired of my constitu-
ents being molested by these oil prices, and now that it has hit
Northeastern America, maybe we can get something done about
this and fix the problem.
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Thank you.
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Salmon.
Mr. Sanders?
Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for allowing

me to join you today, and I really do congratulate you for calling
attention to what is a crisis in Vermont and the Northeast and in
many parts of the country.

Let me be very brief and tell you what I think of some of the
things that the Government might be doing and tell you that I
share the disappointment of others in terms of the meeting we had
yesterday with Secretary Richardson. I think that there is not an
understanding of the kind of urgency that exists in this country
and the need for bold action on the part of the Administration. So
let me very briefly talk about a number of steps that I think we
should take.

First, the President should immediately release oil from the Stra-
tegic Petroleum Reserve. The fact is that in 1990, as I understand
it, President Bush released a small amount of that oil, and the im-
mediate impact was to lower the price per barrel of oil by $10. It
seems to me that when prices are escalating as they are right now,
it is appropriate for the United States Government to use the re-
sources that it has to drive prices down, and I am disturbed that
the President has not yet done that.

Second, I think it is appropriate that the Administration press
OPEC and our other major foreign suppliers to increase their pro-
duction of both crude oil and home heating oil exported to the
United States. I think that there is something wrong when allies
in the Middle East, for whom American soldiers lost their lives de-
fending, are taking action which is having an enormously disrup-
tive impact on millions of American families.

Third, I think that there has got to be a significant increase in
terms of releasing the emergency LIHEAP funding for low-income
Americans. A couple of weeks ago, the President released $45 mil-
lion, but many of us fought to make sure that there would be at
least $300 million in emergency LIHEAP funding. We are in a cri-
sis situation. Fewer people are able to get LIHEAP resources, and
we think that the President should now release all or almost all
of that emergency funding.

Fourth, I think we need an immediate investigation of the al-
leged price-gauging by the oil industry. I do not want to go into
that in great length, but I think there are people in the business
and many consumers, people in Government, who are concerned
about possible illegal activities that might be taking place, and it
would be appropriate for the Attorney General of the United States
to take a hard look at that.

Also, Mr. Chairman, yesterday, with a number of cosponsors,
Democrats and Republicans, I introduced the heating legislation
which would establish a home heating oil base reserve in New York
Harbor. It seems to me that one of the tools that we have in order
to prevent this kind of crisis from occurring again is to have estab-
lished a home heating oil reserve so that when heating oil prices
go up, we can release that oil into the market and lower prices. We
have many, many cosponsors on that legislation. I am happy to say
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that Secretary Richardson indicated that his Department would be
taking a serious look at it.

The bottom line is, Mr. Chairman, congratulations for holding
this hearing. In my view, the Administration is not doing enough
to respond to this crisis. There are a number of things that can be
done immediately, and we should do them.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sanders.
Mr. McHugh?
Mr. MCHUGH. Just briefly, Mr. Chairman. I do have a full state-

ment that I would ask to enter its entirety.
Chairman GILMAN. Without objection.
Mr. MCHUGH. I just want to associate myself with the comments

of all of my colleagues, particularly those from the Northeast. Let
me say to my friend from Arizona, I am glad we are able to help,
although I wish we could find other areas in which to cooperate,
as I am sure he does, too.

I just want to underscore the very serious nature of this, and I
am sure witnesses are beginning to get a flavor of our deep, deep
concern. The fact of the matter is, in the Northeast, there are about
7.5 million households that use home heating fuel as a way to drive
heat and hot water to their homes. About 75 percent, as I under-
stand it, of the entire Nation’s households that use that kind of
fuel.

I was in a beautiful little community, about 21⁄2 weeks ago, called
Saranac Lake in my district. I stepped out of the car and I looked
at the bank sign, and it was minus 27 degrees Fahrenheit. That
was without wind chill. The wind chill brought it to about 80 de-
grees below zero. I think you can tell that this is not a question
of frivolity. This is a question of literally life and death.

In my district, we have not seen and enjoyed the benefits of this
great economic boom we hear about. Unfortunately, too many of my
counties have double digit on unemployment, and 8 percent is con-
sidered a good unemployment rate at the present time in my dis-
trict. That equates to a lot of people who are really struggling hard
to keep their heads above water. When you have the kinds of in-
creases to home heating fuel that have occurred in my part of the
world, a 90-cents-a-gallon increase in just 3 weeks, for example,
this becomes an issue of crisis proportion.

I understand the Administration now has concerns about their
legal authority to release stockpiles out of the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve. I wish we would have heard that a few weeks ago. I am
surprised it took them that long to discover this little technicality.
I do not happen to agree that that legal problem exists, and I
would like to see us try to work through it. However, it seems to
me if that is the only barrier, we could act pretty quickly in this
Congress, or certainly I would hope so, to take the steps necessary
to provide the Administration the authority that they need.

So, Mr. Chairman, let me add my words of thanks again to you.
This is a question of, as I said, life and death, and I am just de-
lighted that you have decided to take this very, very necessary
step, and I would yield back.

Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. McHugh.
[The statement of Mr. McHugh appears in the appendix.]
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Mr. Sherman?
Mr. SHERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I cannot join the colleague who just spoke in a concern for wind-

chill factor, but I do commend the Chair for holding these hearings,
and I represent an area that is as dependent upon the automobile
as other districts are on home heating oil.

The Members of this Committee have often heard me describe
America’s foreign policy as that we would like the honor of defend-
ing other countries for free, and in return for that honor, we would
like to make major trade concessions. Nothing perhaps illustrates
this to a greater extent than the Gulf War and the preceding
Desert Shield, where we had the honor of defending not only Ku-
wait, but also, let’s face it, Saudi Arabia and all the Gulf states
that would have been under Saddam Hussein. The ruling classes
in those countries would have been liquidated or exiled, probably
would have fled for their lives; and yet, we never even thought at
that point to negotiate, for saving the existence of these ruling
classes, perhaps some modification in OPEC approaches would be
part of that bargain.

As a result, the very countries that we saved in last decade are
blatantly getting together in what in this country we would call a
conspiracy in constraint of trade to gauge us on the price of oil.

California has had its own unique problem here. We have in ef-
fect a separate market for gasoline because it is specially formu-
lated to deal with our clean air standards. The price of gasoline,
especially in Southern California, as my colleague from Southern
California well knows, has often been 10 or even 15 percent higher
than the rest of the country, and, of course, with OPEC, the rest
of the country is paying a lot as well.

I would hope that the Justice Department would further study
the possible antitrust implications of the high cost of gasoline
unique to California, and at the same time our foreign policy not
simply be to accept as fait accompli the idea that our friends would
get together to try to raise the price of a commodity on which we
are so dependent.

Finally, I do want to agree with my colleagues who have sug-
gested that the strategic oil reserve be tapped at times like this,
but we also ought to take advantage of low oil prices which we ex-
perienced, I believe, just a couple years ago to build and replenish
that reserve. I do not want to see that reserve permanently decline
each time we have a price crisis.

So I want to join my colleagues in concern for this issue and
yield back the balance of my time.

Chairman GILMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sherman.
Are there any other Members seeking recognition? If not, we will

proceed with our witnesses.
We are pleased to have with us today David Goldwyn, Assistant

Secretary for International Affairs at the Department of Energy,
and Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy, Sanctions and Com-
modities, for the Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs at the
Department of State, Peter Bass.

President Clinton nominated David Goldwyn to serve as Assist-
ant Secretary of International Affairs at the Department of Energy
in April of 1999. Prior to that appointment, Mr. Goldwyn served as
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a counselor to the Secretary of Energy, as senior advisor and coun-
sel to the Ambassador to the United Nations, during which tenure
he also sat on the Deputies Committee of the National Security
Council, and has served under both Presidents Bush and Clinton
at the Department of State. He has extensive private sector experi-
ence in international business through his long association with a
New York law firm.

We welcome you today, Secretary Goldwyn.
We also have appearing on our first panel, Peter Bass, who

served as a career civil servant with extensive experience in inter-
national economic and security affairs. He began his career with
the U.S. Court of Appeals, then joined the State Department as at-
torney-advisor in the Office of Legal Advisor. Mr. Bass has served
as special assistant to the Under Secretary of State for Political Af-
fairs at the State Department. He served in the Office of the
United States Trade Representative, and has served on the staff of
the Secretary of State, Warren Christopher.

Mr. Bass has served on the staff of the National Security Advisor
at the White House, and most recently was the chief of staff to
Under Secretary of State, Stuart Eisenstadt.

We welcome you today, Mr. Bass.
Gentlemen, please proceed. You may put your full statement in

the record and summarize, whichever you deem appropriate. Please
proceed.

STATEMENTS OF DAVID L. GOLDWYN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Mr. GOLDWYN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee. Let me apologize for my rasp. I have got a little touch
of laryngitis, which will help me keep my statement brief.

Let me say at the outset that Secretary Richardson and the other
members of the Administration do take this crisis very seriously;
that this is not just a matter of geopolitics, that they understand
this affects people at home and in a severe manner. It is a matter
of urgency that we are taking steps to address, steps which I will
outline in my statement later this morning.

What I hope to do today is to talk a little bit about the current
state of the oil market and the concerns we have over recent devel-
opments in the market, particularly on heating oil in the North-
east, and to talk about the actions the Administration has taken
to address these concerns and also Secretary Richardson’s energy
diplomacy and the steps that he will take in the coming weeks.

As we all know, oil prices have more than doubled in the past
year. Prices have increased from near historically low levels,
around $11 in December 1998, to recent levels not seen since the
Gulf crisis. This rise in price is largely attributed to the actions
taken by OPEC to restrict supplies to the market.

Recently, the already tight supply situation in the market has
been exacerbated by cold weather here in the United States, which
has resulted in soaring heating oil prices. Beginning in March
1998, OPEC instituted three tiers of production cost which have ac-
tually totalled 4.3 million barrels per day.

OPEC member compliance with a third cut, which is effective in
April of 1999, has created an increasingly tight market as crude oil
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inventories have been drawn down over the course of the past year.
Overall, OPEC compliance with its quota has been running be-
tween 75 and 90 percent, which is quite high.

Largely as a result of production cutbacks by OPEC and its al-
lies, in 1999 the shortfall in crude oil worldwide averaged over 1
million barrels per day. If OPEC keeps production in the year 2000
at the levels seen in the fourth quarter of 1999, our EIA estimates
the shortfall in 2000 at between one and two million barrels per
day.

Before last month’s cold snap, the oil market was already tightly
drawn. Inventories were low, and prices were already relatively
high. The late January heating oil and diesel fuel price surges in
the Northeast resulted from a combination of low inventories,
weather, and supply problems.

At the beginning of January, load stocks on the East Coast were
running almost 15 million barrels, or 21 percent below their 5-year
average value for that time of year, and these load stocks as we
have found leave little cushion to absorb sudden changes in supply
or demand and increased the possibility of price spikes.

During the week ending January 21, weather in New England
was nearly 21 percent below normal for this time of year. The cold
weather not only increased demand, but also caused supply prob-
lems which are unique to the Northeast, with frozen rivers and
high winds hindering the arrival of new supply. The region has
continued to struggle since then to bring in new supply as strong
demand continues. We believe that the combination of actions that
we are taking over the short term, barring additional weather dis-
asters, will correct the market imbalance promptly.

Over the past few weeks as the heating oil situation has wors-
ened, the Department and Administration have taken a com-
prehensive look at ways to ease the situation. We have taken a
number of actions. One is to enhance market monitoring of home
heating oil markets in order to provide prompt information to the
market. The second is the low-income home energy assistance
emergency funds, which many of you have discussed this morning
in directing Department of Health and Human Services to release
to those funds to many of your States. Another is the waiver of car-
rier driving hours. The Department of Transportation has been ap-
proving requests for waivers, which accelerates the delivery of sup-
ply to markets badly in need of it. Another is to clear shipping
lanes. The Department of Transportation also directed Coast Guard
ice-breakers to help with clearing shipping lanes in the New York
Harbor area. The Northeast is unique in having a predominant
amount of the heating oil supply by barge traffic, and the clog in
the New York Harbor is part of what has impeded supply to that
area.

Yesterday afternoon, as the Congressman mentioned, the Sec-
retary convened a meeting of the parties most involved in this cri-
sis, State governments, utility representatives, fuel distributors, re-
finers, and transporters, to discuss the situation and identify what
measures can be taken both now and in the future.

A number of the ideas are under active consideration, and by ac-
tive consideration, I mean after that meeting broke up—and I
think there were 10 or 12 suggestions made by the people at that
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meeting—the Secretary convened not only a task force within the
Department, but working inter-agency to act on a number of those
recommendations. We expect to make some announcements draw-
ing from some of those suggestions very promptly, hopefully today
or tomorrow.

The Secretary is holding a Home Heating Oil Summit in Boston
on February 16th to meet with refiners, distributors, Government
officials, and consumers to discuss the reasons for the recent prob-
lems and to develop ways the Government and industry can work
together to better meet consumer needs.

Let’s talk a little bit about the Secretary’s energy diplomacy. The
Department and other Departments regularly talk to both OPEC
and non-OPEC member countries about marketing conditions and
their impact. This sharing of information is a critical part of the
effective functioning of the oil markets. It lets us identify whether
we, and especially the major producers, have the same under-
standing of market conditions, stocks of inventories.

Over the past couple of months as stocks have decreased and
prices have risen, the Department has had a number of discussions
with various members of OPEC and with Mexico and with Norway.
Secretary Richardson met with Minister Tellez of Mexico and Mr.
Arnstad of Norway last week. He had met with Saudi Minister Ali
Naimi and Kuwaiti Minister Saud Nasir Al Sabah in December,
and he will meet with both Ministers again later this month, I
think actually leaving next weekend when he travels to the Middle
East.

In these conversations, what he has talked about is, first, our in-
formation analysis of the current state-of-the-oil market and our
views of its impacts, especially the impacts these have on a world
oil market with growing demand.

We have provided the best information obviously that we have on
stock levels and near-term future trends. The bottom line we have
told them, which is immanently clear to all of you, is that crude
oil stocks in the U.S. are at their lowest levels in years and getting
lower. Distillate and gasoline stocks on a week-to-week basis are
lower than they have been in years. The point that we have made
to OPEC and non-OPEC member countries based on this data is
that they have already achieved their previously stated goal of re-
ducing surplus oil stocks. The market is now extremely tight, so
tight that any unfortunate event we have seen, like a cold snap,
can generate price spikes in our market that need additional sup-
ply. I can repeat, this is the message which we are conveying both
OPEC and non-OPEC members that we believe is the solution to
these problems is that market forces need to operate freely, and
this growing demand needs additional supply.

In conversations with producers, we have also talked about the
impact of the actions they have taken to reduce oil supplies. First,
we tell them as we have for many years that the free market
should govern the forces of supply, demand, and price without the
interference of organized groups of producers and without the in-
terference of organized groups of consumers.

Second, we have told them that artificial supply constraints
placed on the market are ultimately self-defeating even for OPEC.
OPEC needs only to look at its own history for proof. Its efforts in
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the early 1980’s restricting supply to support artificially high price
goals led to a boom in non-OPEC production and a loss of OPEC
market share.

OPEC asserts that price stability is its goal, but supply con-
straints exacerbate volatility in the market and lead to boom-and-
bust tendencies, global instability, and an uncertain energy invest-
ment environment.

Third, we had expressed our concern that high oil prices inflict
economic damage. This impact can fall on both the developed and
the developing world. Many of the economies which OPEC and non-
OPEC members rely on for their trade are struggling to recover
from recession and will be greatly challenged by these high oil
prices. If these economies flounder, everyone in the developing
world will be hurt.

Fourth, we have cautioned these countries that restricting supply
in a market that sorely needs additional oil does serious damage
to the efforts that some in OPEC have made to demonstrate that
they represent a reliable source of supply. When a supplier will not
give you the supply you need, it is only natural that you would
seek other sources of supply. So it will have long-term effects on
the market.

In recent days, the public statements of many oil ministers have
suggested that they do take our concerns about inflationary impact
in the U.S. economy and the recessionary impact on other econo-
mies seriously. They have indicated they will take these consider-
ations into account at their next meeting and act responsibly. This
is by no means a guarantee or predictor of their action, but they
are hearing what we have been telling them.

Secretary Richardson will carry this message to Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia—he is leaving I think next weekend—to make sure
that they understand what our position is. I spoke to the Secretary
this morning, and he said he would be pleased to brief the Com-
mittee upon his return from that trip to discuss these issues with
you.

That concludes my prepared testimony, and I would be pleased
to answer any questions.

[The statement of Mr. Goldwyn appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Goldwyn.
Mr. Bass?

STATEMENT OF PETER BASS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR ENERGY, SANCTIONS AND COMMODITIES, BUREAU OF
ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
STATE

Mr. BASS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Com-
mittee, for the opportunity to testify here today on recent develop-
ments in the oil market, especially in view of the difficulties en-
countered in the heating oil market in the Northeast.

Let me just say that Secretary Albright and senior officials of the
Department are also acutely aware of the difficulties that your con-
stituents are experiencing and have asked me to brief them regu-
larly.

Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Bass, would you put the microphone a
little closer to you? Just bring it closer to you.
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Mr. BASS. Okay. Does that work?
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you. That is better.
Mr. BASS. As I was saying, Secretary Albright and other senior

officials in the Department are acutely aware of the difficulties that
your constituents are experiencing now and have asked me and
other officials at the Department to keep them fully briefed on the
oil market conditions.

The Department of Energy can and indeed has provided a much
better analysis than I can of the various factors that came together
this winter to cause a run-up in heating oil prices, but one of the
factors in the heating oil price increase was the increase in world
crude prices, and I wanted to review with you briefly the approach
this Administration and previous administrations have taken to
handling oil issues since the oil shocks of the ’70s and to review
the role of major OPEC producers in the market.

Ensuring access to sufficient quantities of oil remains a critical
and indeed strategic aspect of U.S. foreign policy. While oil’s role
in the U.S. economy has declined, the efficient availability of oil
and other sources of energy remains vital to our economy and those
of our key trading partners and allies. Energy disruption anywhere
in the world can affect our economy directly through its impact on
energy prices and indirectly through its impact on our major mar-
kets.

Disruptions can also increase the risk of political instability in
areas of strategic importance to the United States and can increase
the ability of certain states to pursue policies that threaten U.S. in-
terests.

The U.S. policy toward domestic and global energy markets has
helped foster a two-decade trend of greater choices and lower real
prices for consumers as well as lower production costs for energy
producers. However, there have been and will continue to be price
swings in the U.S. and global energy market as countless con-
sumers, producers, and marketers interact in a very flexible and
competitive energy market.

Regional problems with refineries or transportation systems can
create acute localized problems, reflected in difficulties with access
to supplies and sharply higher prices. While crude oil prices are
generally not the predominant factor in these regional supply prob-
lems, changes in global crude production and prices can be a com-
plicating and exacerbating factor.

That brings me to the central topic of this hearing, OPEC crude
oil production decisions and U.S. policy toward OPEC. First, let me
say the U.S. Government has always had regular consultations
with both OPEC and non-OPEC countries. These routine discus-
sions continue to take place as they did before crude oil prices fell
considerably in 1998 and early 1999 and when crude prices began
increasing about a year ago.

At international fora attended by many energy producing and
consuming countries, crude oil production and price levels also
come up regularly, especially when prices are viewed as extremely
low or extremely high. Our consistent position in these fora, re-
gardless of where prices are at the moment, has been that we do
not believe cartels should be coordinating production levels among
producers to set prices. It is for that reason that the United States
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does not maintain a dialogue with OPEC as an institution, but bi-
laterally with key OPEC and non-OPEC producers. We believe
markets should determine prices by reacting to the full range of in-
dividual decisions made by virtually infinite numbers of consumers
and producers in the global energy market.

OPEC producers, as well as some non-OPEC producers, do not
share our view that oil producers should not coordinate production
levels to set prices. However, major oil producers recognize their
strong interest in maintaining long-term demand for oil and ensur-
ing that oil continues to be the fuel of choice for much of the world.

Oil producers recognize the importance of maintaining their rep-
utations as reliable suppliers. Obviously, any problems with heat-
ing oil supply or prices that would encourage consumers to switch
to non-oil alternatives would not be a welcome development for
anyone in the oil business.

Mr. Chairman, assuring access to imported oil for the U.S. and
our major allies and trading partners is and will remain a con-
tinuing critical objective for U.S. foreign and economic policy for
the foreseeable future. At the same time, we need to view current
market conditions in a historical perspective. It was 25 years ago
that the energy consuming countries believed we were facing a
bleak future of ever-rising energy prices, diminishing reserves, and
the increased vulnerability of our economies to oil-based price
shocks. The intervening years have been far less bleak than ex-
pected, and we are better off on all these fronts than two decades
ago.

In contrast to the 1970’s, when national oil companies rose to
prominence, governments around the world are increasingly open
to the benefits of foreign investment, privatization, and deregula-
tion. Global-proven oil reserves have actually increased 50 percent
over the last 25 years, while consumption is only slightly higher
than in the late 1970’s, despite a doubling of the size of the U.S.
economy. Both production techniques and oil markets have become
highly efficient, and active futures market results in almost instan-
taneous price responses to perceived changes in supply.

As a result of all these factors, oil prices when adjusted for infla-
tion remain well below the real price levels of 1974 to 1985. De-
spite almost three decades since the U.S. consumer suffered, hav-
ing to wait in long gas lines, something that I personally remember
as does everyone I think in this room, the memory of that acute
vulnerability still casts a long shadow over the oil market. The
price jolts of the 1970’s put a number of forces in motion with con-
siderable influence on today’s market. Higher prices had a major
impact on oil demand and resulted in slower economic growth in
the industrialized countries, and also intensified efforts to advance
energy efficiency and conservation.

In addition, the oil price hikes of the 1970’s encouraged the
search for oil in new countries and regions and accelerated new
production and consumption technologies and brought new alter-
natives to the dependence on oil.

A consistent U.S. Government approach since the early 1980’s
has reinforced the effectiveness of the market. One of the steps in
the ’80s was to deregulate domestic energy markets. That initial
action set the tone for policy over the past two decades. Meanwhile,
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there was a concerted effort to reduce the Government role in the
energy sector.

We have also let the benefits of generally lower oil prices flow
through to end users, thereby increasing the economic benefits of
lower oil prices and increasing market opportunities for energy pro-
ducers.

We have strongly supported the free-flow of international capital.
As these flows have come to be determined by market forces, they
have helped to foster more efficient and productive allocation of in-
vestment. Downstream integration of major oil producers adds to
stability in the oil market by increasing the commonality of inter-
est between consumers and producers.

Producers have shown an increased understanding of new mech-
anisms for disseminating information and establishing prices, such
as the futures market. They have also recognized both the impor-
tance of ensuring supply reliability and the need to avoid taking
actions which harm oil’s long-term competitiveness. On a global
basis, the United States seeks good relations with oil producers
around the world, recognizing that global economic growth depends
on the availability of increasing volumes of oil.

In order to expand the availability of oil, we promote inter-
national efforts to remove barriers to energy, trade, and invest-
ment, as well as increased access for U.S. energy firms around the
world.

I think this hearing today can have a useful role in illuminating
some of the problems that occurred this winter, and I welcome the
Committee’s effort to shine a spotlight on the problem. I would be
happy to answer any questions you may have.

[The statement of Mr. Bass appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Bass and Mr. Goldwyn.
We will now proceed with questioning our Administration wit-

nesses.
As we look over this problem, it is apparent to all of us that the

problem has been the supply by the OPEC nations, as they are re-
stricting the supply. You talk about ice-breakers. You talk about
reserves. It is a matter of trying to get the OPEC nations to turn
on a spigot and allow the market prices to determine what the
price should be.

I do not think any of the agencies, either State Department or
Commerce Department or Energy Department, have done what we
should be doing, and that is to convince the OPEC nations that if
they were here as a citizen of our country, or a corporation in our
Nation doing what they are doing, we would have them in court
for conspiracy in driving up the prices. I do not think just sitting
and talking with them is sufficient.

In looking over this chart that I have before me, we find that six
of these nations, OPEC nations—and Mexico is an associate with
them, making it seven—are dependent upon getting some assist-
ance or military sales from our Nation. Now they are turning
around and impacting upon our economy. What more can we or
should we be doing than just sitting and talking with them or hav-
ing Richardson go on over and talk to the Saudis? The Saudis can
do a lot more in opening the spigot.
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I resent, and I am sure my colleagues resent, the kind of attitude
the OPEC nations have been taking because they want to get rich-
er in a shorter period of time and forget about our people, who are
being impacted by all of this.

Are you satisfied with what we are doing by just conferring with
them?

Mr. GOLDWYN. If I can address just the part about the energy di-
plomacy and then defer to Mr. Bass on other actions that you men-
tioned, I think neither the Secretary nor the Administration is sat-
isfied with what has happened so far. I do not underestimate our
ability to motivate both OPEC and non-OPEC members to under-
stand that the situation created right now is a market out of bal-
ance, that additional supply needs to be provided and quickly, and
that it is in both their interests and our interests to do it.

With respect to the other actions, I will let Mr. Bass answer.
Chairman GILMAN. Let me ask you this. Suppose this Committee

were to recommend that we impose sanctions against those nations
that are impacting our Nation with this reduced supply. What is
your response to that?

Mr. BASS. First, let me echo Mr. Goldwyn’s remarks about the
seriousness with which we take this problem.

On the specific issue of sanctions, I am not sure that any trade
restrictions or sanctions are going to address the issue of ensuring
a free flow of oil determined by the market.

Chairman GILMAN. We are certainly not getting a free flow by
just sitting and talking to them. What more can we do?

Mr. BASS. I think it is very important for OPEC countries, in-
cluding Saudi Arabia, to understand the market conditions in the
United States. They, too, have an interest over the long term in en-
suring themselves as a reliable supplier of oil, and they also have
a direct interest in the continued robust economic activity of con-
sumer countries, including the United States.

Chairman GILMAN. You just told us in your testimony that they
had agreed to, I guess, a six-percent increase and they met that in-
crease; and in January, they met again and they decided to con-
tinue because they were not satisfied with their overall return.
That does not seem to make sense to us.

Mr. BASS. We hope through our mutual conversations which are
quite serious and quite thorough about the state of the market, in-
cluding the issues that Mr. Goldwyn referred to, they will under-
stand the potential problems that artificial restrictions on supply
can cause. I am sure this will be a topic that Secretary Richardson
will take with him when he goes to Saudi Arabia next month.

Chairman GILMAN. Is there any Administration activity and
inter-agency report on the origins of the surge in energy costs and
how we can better meet these challenges now and for the future,
and is there anyone preparing such a report?

Mr. GOLDWYN. Are you referring to the home heating oil crisis
right now?

Chairman GILMAN. To all of the energy prices. It is home heat-
ing; it is gasoline; it is diesel fuel. We are hearing it from all as-
pects; kerosene.

Mr. GOLDWYN. In terms of analysis of the market, why these
things have occurred and how they occur on a regular basis, our
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Energy Information Agency regularly studies the market. That is
the primary thing that they do.

The causes of the rise in prices over the last year are at this
point pretty well known, and those are largely because of OPEC’s
decision to restrict supply and to eliminate what was a year
ago——

Chairman GILMAN. Essentially, OPEC is causing our problem, is
it not?

Mr. GOLDWYN. OPEC’s production cuts were the primary factor
in reduction of supply in the market. The increase in prices over
this winter, though, as I mentioned in my testimony, are really
from a combination of factors. It is not just the rise in crude oil
supplies, although crude oil supplies are obviously a dominant fac-
tor.

Mr. GEJDENSON. A decrease?
Mr. GOLDWYN. Decrease, yes. Thank you, Congressman.
But also, it is low inventories, as Congressman Gejdenson men-

tioned, low inventories which did not anticipate a cold winter, the
bad weather which not only caused an increase in demand, but un-
usual restrictions in supply which caused price spikes as well. So
it was a combination of factors.

Chairman GILMAN. If we had supply, the higher temperatures
would not impact upon the prices as much as having a sufficient
supply out there.

What we are asking you is what is the Administration going to
do to turn OPEC around at this point.

Mr. GOLDWYN. I think the answer is, short term, we are taking
measures to provide relief to the Northeast, and we are talking to
OPEC before they are about to make another decision about the
situation in the market on why an adjustment in the production
quotas is necessary and appropriate.

I have to say that while there have been no indications about
what their decision is going to be, there has certainly been a
change in rhetoric in the papers from many ministers. I am quoting
from Minister Tellez’s speech yesterday that he gave to the Cam-
bridge Energy Research Associates.

Chairman GILMAN. The minister of which country?
Mr. GOLDWYN. Tellez of Mexico.
He said the recent run-up in oil prices has led some market par-

ticipants to voice concern that the prices are too high, that infla-
tionary pressures are now becoming significant, and that world eco-
nomic growth may be adversely affected.

Chairman GILMAN. Is Mexico reducing its price?
Mr. GOLDWYN. I think I speak for all of us when I say these con-

cerns are legitimate and should not be dismissed lightly.
He said that in terms of working with their colleagues, they will

make decisions which will be responsible with the objectives of
prime producers and consumers for sustained market growth
through price stability, in place of an uncertain and harmful cycle
of price spikes and collapses.

Chairman GILMAN. Yet, Mexico went along with OPEC, did they
not?

Mr. GOLDWYN. The question is what happens next and what do
we do next and will there be a change.
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Chairman GILMAN. What do we do next if they refuse to reverse
their situation on prices? What do we do next? What do you rec-
ommend? We would like to hear the Administration recommend
some significant steps to ease the burdens of the Northeast.

Mr. GOLDWYN. The short-term steps for the Northeast that I
mentioned, and in the medium term, the investments that the De-
partment makes in alternative sources of supply, not only energy
supply in other parts of the world, is one area. Our work in the
Caspian and Africa and Latin America to create other sources of
supply is a way to provide diversity and better energy security.
Technology provides a way to reduce costs also of producing energy,
and energy efficiency and renewables provide alternatives as well.
All those things are important to pursue.

Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Gejdenson?
Mr. GEJDENSON. Thank you.
It seems to me if I am OPEC, I would look at this and it is work-

ing. The reason they reduced supply is they wanted to get more
money for their oil. So, simply going to OPEC and saying, ‘‘Gee,
this is causing a problem here,’’ I am sure their hearts are going
to ring sadly for us, but their treasuries are obviously doing better.

So the question is not what OPEC is going to do because they
represent other countries. The question is what are we going to do,
you guys and us, because we represent the people in this country.
If we just sit here and wait for the goodness of Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait and Qatar and all of these wonderful countries to get
around to the point where they want to help us out, it is going to
be a very cold winter. So what are you going to do?

I have not heard anything here that makes me feel better today.
You guys do not have the pay grade to come up with a new policy,
but I suggest you go back and tell your bosses that in Congress,
on a bipartisan basis, there is a feeling that the Administration is
not getting the issue, and it is going to happen again this summer.
It is just going to happen in a different product.

So it seems to me that, again, unless OPEC has some downside
impact from its reduced production, it is going to continue to do it.
Why wouldn’t they? They make more money selling fewer barrels
of oil. It does not take a genius to figure out that it is good for their
treasuries. So they are going to continue to create a short supply.

What you have to do is make sure that the resources we have
guarantee that the supply that is here is not being manipulated
against the consumer. That is one.

The second thing is you want to increase the supply of crude be-
cause, unless there is an increased supply of crude, the price is
going to continue to stay up there. They may switch to another
product. They may go after gasoline in the summer and not short
supply heating oil again until next fall or winter, but the end im-
pact on the consumer is going to be the same.

The next thing you have to do in the free market that we gen-
erally live in, if in electricity and in natural gas there is a control
mechanism to prevent short supply problems and the only elastic
area is the demand on number-two fuel oil, you can be damn sure
every time there is a cold spell, companies are going to be pushed
off natural gas to number two, home heating demand goes up, cor-
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porate demand goes up, and you are going to have a short supply
problem.

So the Government ought to make sure the wholesalers, or the
Government in combination, have an adequate reserve. Do you
presently monitor the supplies that are sitting there, Mr. Goldwyn?

Mr. GOLDWYN. Yes. I believe we do, yes.
Mr. GEJDENSON. So when did you know that we were running 47

million barrels below last year in home heating oil and diesel fuel?
Mr. COOK. We have been tracking it on a weekly basis for

months.
Mr. GEJDENSON. Do you want to come up here and identify your-

self? We will not get you in trouble.
Mr. GOLDWYN. He tracks home heating oil supplies on a weekly

basis. I think they have been publishing them only on a biweekly
or monthly basis.

Mr. GEJDENSON. So didn’t somebody who sat there say even if we
get an average month in the end of January and February, we
would have trouble? Did somebody see that coming?

Mr. COOK. We have put reports out to that extent, yes.
Mr. GEJDENSON. What action, then, did you take?
Mr. COOK. My group just puts out the statistics.
Mr. GEJDENSON. The numbers. So now we are back to you and

the guys above you.
It seems to me that collecting this information is nothing but a

nice academic exercise, unless the response is that there is a policy
change. So the policy change has to be either to demand that we
switch production from gasoline to number two, or that we release
crude trying to affect worldwide market availability of crude. If we
do not do that, we are going to continue to get manipulated.

It seems to me the Secretary of State can take some action in our
dealings with these countries; but it does come down to the imme-
diate action by the Secretary of Energy, and the Secretary of En-
ergy, I think—again, sees a little heat from the Northeast at the
moment. You are going to see heat from across the country when
gasoline prices this summer are up around $2 a gallon. So what we
need to make sure is that we do not end up in that situation.

I did not get the sense from what Mr. Richardson said yesterday
that he understands that. I think he is a very smart fellow. I have
served with him. So you tell him, his friends in Congress under-
stand he can figure this out, and that there is no reason to be sit-
ting on that Strategic Petroleum Reserve now.

I am going to repeat myself again. You can make money selling
the stuff, and you affect the world supply. We expect to see some
response here.

This Administration understands that in a free market, at some
point OPEC can control the price unless we do something besides
go over there and beg them to recognize our needs. If we dump
crude on the market from our reserve, that is going to have an im-
pact on supplies.

So I certainly hope we are going to see a more responsive Admin-
istration in the weeks to come. Again, I do not blame the two of
you. I think that people above you, though, have to initiate a policy
that is going to give people protection.
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It is one thing to be sitting there in the top one percent and see
home fuel oil go to $2.66 or two bucks-plus a gallon. It is another
thing when you are a senior citizen on a fixed income, a family
with a kid in school. These people are being wiped out by this. The
great American boom has left a lot of people still living at the very
edge, and when this kind of stuff happens, those people are dev-
astated. That is why we are in Government. We are not just here
to watch the rosy scenarios and make reports.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ROHRABACHER. [Presiding.] Thank you very much, Mr.

Gejdenson. I will move forward now, and the Chairman will be re-
turning after he votes. Then I will go and vote.

Let me just note that I have not really heard a policy. Again, I
am echoing what my friends have said here. From what you have
said, I just get the idea that you are following this very closely. You
have your experts looking at all the statistics and all the figures,
but I have not heard a policy yet of how we deal with obviously
an international price-fixing arrangement by people in countries
and governments. This is a conspiracy against the American con-
sumer.

With that in mind, how much money has this cost, this price-fix-
ing effort by OPEC? How much has it cost the average American
so far, and how much do we expect it to cost in the time ahead?

Mr. GOLDWYN. I do not have that statistic at my fingertips in
terms of over the last year from a particular baseline, what the ad-
ditional cost has been, but we can try to provide that to the Com-
mittee.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. How much is it costing those people in the
Northeast now, per family? Are we talking about crude oil prices?
Are we talking about $500? Are we talking about $1,000? What is
the expense to the average American family by this price-fixing
conspiracy?

Mr. GOLDWYN. The situation in the Northeast is obviously dif-
ferent than it is in the rest of the country. Prices have not spiked
up nearly as high in other parts of the country where there are
higher inventories, where there is easier ability to deliver the sup-
ply, than it has in the Northeast, but we have seen extreme vola-
tility in the heating oil crisis from $1 to $2.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. You have been following this very closely.
Obviously, you have not done anything about it, but you have been
following the statistics very closely, supposedly. How much is it
costing the average family in the Northeast because of this inter-
national price-fixing conspiracy?

Mr. GOLDWYN. That is a number that we can provide you, but
not one that I have at my fingertips, Congressman.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. What was that?
Mr. GOLDWYN. That is a number that we can provide you, but

not one that I have at my fingertips.
Mr. ROHRABACHER. All right. I will have to say that this is a

hearing specifically on this issue; and I am disappointed that we
have representatives of the executive branch who come here to tes-
tify on this issue and are not prepared enough to tell us how much
it is costing the people of the Northeast, because that is what this
hearing was supposedly called about.
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You are the Government officials who are supposedly watching
the numbers. If you are not making the policy, we should at least
know the numbers.

Please tell my friend, Mr. Richardson, that there are people over-
seas who are taking helpless Americans and American families and
stealing hundreds of dollars out of their pockets, and the average
American family who is being hurt cannot afford this.

I believe in market. I am a free-market guy. This is not a product
of a free market. This is a product of a controlled market that is
manipulated by a price-fixing conspiracy. Bill Richardson, who is a
good man and cares about people—because we served with Bill—
should not be just sitting back looking at the figures and analyzing
what the effect of this should be and trying to convince people that
in the long run their price-fixing is not going to hurt them. I would
expect that there would be something that would be proposed
where we would be punching people in the nose for hurting our
people.

We have people who are hurting American citizens and dam-
aging, causing great pain to the standard of living and well-being
of average Americans, honest people. Those honest people depend
on our Government to watch out for them when they are unfairly
affected by a manipulation of the market, and that is what is hap-
pening here today.

Mr. ACKERMAN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Yes.
Mr. ACKERMAN. If I may have a minute, I just wanted to say that

I do not know that we really have a reasonable expectation to have
exact numbers or even estimates right now, because we do not
know what the average American suffering through this crisis is
doing with their thermostat, whether they are pushing it ahead or
whether they are just suffering in the cold or what the temperature
is going to be later tonight. So that seems to be a moving target,
and I guess we are going to have to have a little patience to get
the real numbers.

A quick question: one of our colleagues alluded to maybe there
being some kind of conspiracy on the part of those within the in-
dustry here in our own country. Do you have any evidence to sup-
port that?

Mr. GOLDWYN. We do not have any evidence. In 1996, the same
issue was raised when prices spiked at that time, and the study at
that time indicated there was not manipulation by the big traders.
In fact, they more or less broke even and there was not an eco-
nomic incentive for them to do that. So it is not an area where you
have jurisdiction.

Mr. ROHRABACHER. For my colleague’s sake, let me just note that
the price-fixing conspiracy that I was talking about there was the
International Organization of Oil-Producing States, OPEC.

Mr. ACKERMAN. I meant our colleague on the right, Mr. Sanders.
Mr. ROHRABACHER. By manipulating supply, they are trying to

manipulate price, obviously.
Let me just say if a group of countries, especially countries that

we have defended in the Gulf, are involved with trying to hurt av-
erage Americans, our Government should have a policy that retali-
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ates against that. There should be another shoe falling rather than
simply just analyzing the figures.

I am deeply disappointed that we have not had that. Let me just
give an example. We could suggest that we are going to withdraw
certain support, defense support for that area.

The Venezuelans, for example, I understand are involved with
driving this up. Perhaps we could tell the Venezuelans if they con-
tinue to be involved in a conspiracy to do damage to the American
people that we will see that they do not get certain credits or that
anyone investing in their country will not do so with Export-Import
Bank backing. There are things that can be done to put pressure
on countries like this that are trying to hurt our citizens. That is
our job, to prevent our citizens from being hurt by artificial manip-
ulations of the market. The market has to work. I agree with you,
and I think the Administration is committed to that, but when we
have people who are robbing people through this type of price-fix-
ing, we expect more than what we have heard today.

I am going to have to put this in recess until I go and vote. We
are in recess for ten minutes. Thank you.

[Recess.]
Chairman GILMAN. [Presiding.] The Committee will come to

order.
Mr. Delahunt?
Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder, Mr. Secretary, could you respond to the question that

I posed during my opening remarks. Is it the position of the De-
partment that you need additional statutory authority to draw
down under current conditions from the SPR, or do you believe you
have that authority now?

Mr. GOLDWYN. No, sir. We do not believe that we require addi-
tional authority to make draw-downs under the SPR. The Adminis-
tration’s position is that under current conditions, in the current
context, we should not draw down the SPR because the situation
that we are in right now, while serious and requiring response, is
not the kind of national emergency for supply disruption which the
SPR legislation contemplated, and that there are other measures,
better measures with which to respond——

Mr. DELAHUNT. But you are confusing me. Do you believe that
given the current conditions, however you interpret them, that you
have the statutory authority to draw down from the SPR?

Mr. GOLDWYN. I am trying to be direct and be clear at the same
time.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Right.
Mr. GOLDWYN. The question about whether the current situation

is an emergency or not is a judgment call.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Right.
Mr. GOLDWYN. It is a judgment call that the President makes,

and the Administration’s position is that these current conditions
do not constitute that kind of emergency.

Mr. DELAHUNT. So what you are saying is it is the position of the
Administration that the existing situation as of today is not an
emergency that would warrant a draw-down?

Mr. GOLDWYN. That is correct. It is not the kind of emergency
that would require or warrant a draw-down, and that other meas-
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ures, a number of measures, some of which I have outlined this
morning in trying to put additional supply in the market through
energy diplomacy, are better alternatives.

Mr. BASS. If I might add, that is because the statute refers to a
major market supply disruption.

Mr. DELAHUNT. What I am trying to get clear, Mr. Bass, if there
is the need, if the Administration should feel it is appropriate—let’s
not call it an emergency, but it would be timely to draw down, do
you have the statutory authority? Secretary Goldwyn indicated
that he does feel that under the current conditions the statutory
language authorizes a draw-down, but it is the position of the Ad-
ministration that it is not an emergency. Do you disagree at all
with his——

Mr. BASS. No.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Because I think it is really important, you have

heard from Members of Congress. Again, I think it is important to
note, that it is at least from the Members you have heard and from
those who were present yesterday with Secretary Richardson, that
this is an emergency. So we have a disagreement as to the judg-
ment of whether an emergency exists.

I think that it has been alluded to, but I think we should speak
directly to the reality, which is this particular crisis—let’s call it a
crisis rather than an emergency—this particular crisis has the po-
tential to undermine the current economic prosperity if it continues
to exist. Would you agree with that?

Mr. GOLDWYN. I am not an economist, but I think——
Mr. DELAHUNT. Neither am I, I can assure you, but let me ask

you this. Has anyone in the Department made an assessment as
to the impact on the economy if the status quo remains, and at
what point in time, if you have done any economic modeling, does
it undermine the prosperity that we have been enjoying now for
some period of time? Either you or Mr. Bass are free to——

Mr. GOLDWYN. Let me take a try at the first two parts. There
is no question that we are telling both OPEC and non-OPEC mem-
bers that continuation of the status quo and, indeed, if they do not
increase supply will put additional inflationary pressure, we be-
lieve, on the U.S. economy and threaten recession in other coun-
tries.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Do we have any time frames, though? Has the
Department internally done an analysis of when those inflationary
pressures would substantially kick in and threaten our national
economy?

Mr. GOLDWYN. It is more in the province of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisors to do that kind of analysis.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Have they done anything that you are aware of?
Mr. GOLDWYN. Not to my knowledge. I am not aware of——
Mr. DELAHUNT. Mr. Bass, has the Department of State done any-

thing?
Mr. BASS. The State Department has not, but there are, I

think—certainly among the private market experts, there are
agreed assumptions—I do not have them at my disposal—about
what a given price increase does to GDP and inflation and so forth.
So these figures are——
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Mr. DELAHUNT. It would be nice if either one of you gentlemen
could contact the appropriate agency and bring that forward, be-
cause this is more than just a home heating crisis, more than a po-
tential gasoline crisis. This could put at very risk the success that
this Administration has had over the course of the last nine years.
That is why I suggest the frustration that you have been hearing
is that time is of the essence here, and I dare say waiting until
March 27th carries some risk. I am confident that Secretary Rich-
ardson will be consulting and having discussions with the appro-
priate oil ministers; but from February 10th to March 27th, we
may get past the home heating crisis because the temperature ob-
viously will get warmer, but we have the economy at risk here.
That is why I cannot overstate the need for immediate action.

I know that he has trips scheduled. I really want to compliment
the Chair because he is hearing from Members of Congress, but
more importantly, the OPEC Ministers ought to be hearing the
frustration from Congress. If there is not action by the Administra-
tion and an appropriate response by the oil producers, there will
be action from this institution, albeit slow and cumbersome as is
any legislative action, but there will be clearly a move to secure al-
ternatives to oil in terms of energy sources.

We should have been doing this since the last crisis and have let
our guard down, but this does not accrue to the benefit of the
OPEC and major oil producers. I really hope that the oil ministers
and those that are responsible in other countries for production
and restricting supply are hearing this. Both parties are united not
only on a regional basis and not only in the appropriate Commit-
tees of jurisdiction. Action is necessary now, or there will be pro-
posals that I am sure they will not want to hear about. But there
will be some call for retaliation.

You heard the Chairman. You heard the Ranking Member. There
is great frustration.

Now, in these consultations that we have had with these various
countries, can you indicate to us what their response has been?

Mr. GOLDWYN. Let me say a couple things. First, we will get back
to you with the economic information, and while there may be a
disagreement that this is a SPRO emergency, there is no disagree-
ment that we have a crisis and that prompt action is required.

I guess I would prefer not to comment on the private conversa-
tions the Secretary has had with a number of these countries, espe-
cially on the verge of another trip back out to Middle East coun-
tries.

Mr. DELAHUNT. I can respect that, but I think at the next hear-
ing we are going to anticipate and expect to hear the position of
the individual countries that comprise the cartel, as well as other
major oil companies. We in this particular Committee and else-
where will want to know their specific response to the Secretary’s
message.

I am not going to, probe any further, but I think that those na-
tions and their ambassadors ought to be put on notice that this in-
stitution in Congress will be awaiting an appropriate response.
Clearly, in the long term, it is detrimental to their best interests.
But we can’t wait. We simply cannot wait, and action has to be
taken now.
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So, again, I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for calling this
meeting, and I hope that the oil-producing countries are hearing
this message very loudly and clearly. I would recommend that they
expend the money simply to secure transcripts of the Members’
comments here today, because I think it will bring home that mes-
sage.

I thank you.
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Delahunt, and thank you for

your comments with regard to the OPEC nations. I hope that our
Administration witnesses are going to take that message to where
it counts, because, otherwise, the Committee will be forced to take
some other action.

Let me just ask one or two questions, and then we will go on to
the next panel.

Is the Administration considering release of the remaining $255
million in emergency funding for the Low-Income Home Energy
Program?

Mr. GOLDWYN. I believe a number of measures are under consid-
eration, some that came up at the meeting yesterday the Secretary
held. But I think those are under continuing consideration, so I
have no answer for you.

Chairman GILMAN. Will you have an early decision on that?
Mr. GOLDWYN. We are hoping for one.
Chairman GILMAN. And can you let our Committee know?
Mr. GOLDWYN. Absolutely.
Chairman GILMAN. And I hope it will be fairly allocated when

you do make some decision with regard to that.
In your testimony, Mr. Goldwyn, you note that the Department

of Transportation has directed its Coast Guard icebreakers to help
clear up the shipping lanes in the New York harbor. Is that being
undertaken at the present time?

Mr. GOLDWYN. Actually, it has. It is a question of actual
prioritization of which traffic gets through in order to make sure
that those supplying home heating oil have priority. I understand
the first step in that was for the Energy Department to request the
Coast Guard to do this, and that has taken place.

With respect to what the Coast Guard has actually done to im-
plement that, I am not certain.

Chairman GILMAN. Will there be funding available to pay for
these icebreakers?

Mr. GOLDWYN. I was not aware that funding was an issue.
Chairman GILMAN. I gather it is, and I would hope you would ex-

plore that to see if there is any funding needed.
Mr. GOLDWYN. I will look into that, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GILMAN. I want to thank our panelists for being here.

We appreciate your patience, and we hope you will take back our
message. There is a great deal of concern in the Congress about
this, and we would not like to act peremptorily. We welcome your
response to our Committee as to what the situation is with regard
to OPEC before we act further.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. GOLDWYN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman GILMAN. We will proceed to the second panel: Mr.

Valentino, Mr. Huber, and Mr. Costello.
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Our second panel is led by William Valentino, President of the
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority. As
president, Mr. Valentino is responsible for oversight of programs in
energy, environmental research, hazardous waste management, en-
ergy efficiency analysis, and tax-exempt bond financing for the
state. It sounds like you have got a full plate, Mr. Valentino. We
welcome you.

Our second witness on this panel is John Huber, Vice President
and Chief Counsel of the Petroleum Marketers Association of
America. We thank you for being with us today, Mr. Huber.

We are joined also by Bob Costello, Chief Economist for the
American Trucking Associations. We thank you, too, for being with
us, Mr. Costello.

I think we have a good second panel. Gentlemen, you may sum-
marize your statements or read your statements as you see fit, and
your full statement will be made part of the record if you care to
summarize.

Please proceed, Mr. Valentino.

STATEMENT OF F. WILLIAM VALENTINO, PRESIDENT, NEW
YORK STATE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AU-
THORITY

Mr. VALENTINO. Thank you, sir. Distinguished Committee Mem-
bers, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of Governor
Pataki and the people of the State of New York. I am going to trun-
cate my testimony even greater than I was before, because a lot of
the data I was going to talk about has already been entered into
the record.

Chairman GILMAN. Without objection, your full statement will be
made part of the record.

Mr. VALENTINO. Thank you.
Some data I would like to add, however, is that 40 percent of

New York’s households use oil for space heating, so New York
State residential customers bear the brunt of any increase in home
heating oil.

We have talked about price. Over the last week, the price has in-
creased by about 75 cents a gallon, and as a matter of comparison,
last year the price of home heating oil in New York was about .91
cents. Obviously, the people have been talking about prices in the
$2.50, $2.60 range.

The reasons for this have already been mentioned. Obviously, we
are concerned about OPEC. There have been other contributing fac-
tors that I would like to mention. One of the factors that hasn’t
been mentioned is that it’s our understanding that the petroleum
industry, like other industries, has adopted a ‘‘just in time’’ resup-
ply of inventory, and New York’s heating oil bulk storage capacity
has declined by about 20 percent over the last five years.

New York does not have refineries within its state. We depend
on national efforts and refineries in other states, and we under-
stand national refinery utilization rates have dropped. We under-
stand that on the East Coast heating oil production was down 46
percent from a year ago.
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By the third week in January, heating oil reserves had shrunk
to 50 percent less than a year ago and below any comparable level
of the past seven years.

Obviously, we were hit by the weather. I won’t talk about the
weather, but all things hit almost simultaneously, driving the
prices through the roof, and obviously caught in the crossfire are
the consumers.

Needless to say, Governor Pataki is concerned about the eco-
nomic consequences of this unprecedented rise in prices and the ef-
fect on New York’s citizens, particularly our elderly, our working
poor, and our low-income consumers.

I want to just mention for the record, Mr. Chairman, some of the
things we have done in New York and, by comparison, some of the
things we are incapable of doing as a state. But faced with this im-
mediate crisis, we did a number of things. We established emer-
gency provisions for shelter and heating. We are in constant con-
tact with our county energy emergency coordinators across the
state, with the Coast Guard on icebreaking activities in the Hudson
River and New York harbor, and with all the dealers and suppliers
to assess the current situation.

Governor Pataki directed the Public Service Commission to vol-
untarily have utility customers who could switch be kept on nat-
ural gas rather than fuel oil. Our Department of Tax issued tem-
porary certificates to heating oil distributors and trucking compa-
nies to allow them to buy heating oil from other states. Our De-
partment of Environmental Conservation granted a one-week waiv-
er to New York City municipal facilities to use slightly higher sul-
fur oil to meet their heating needs.

All these actions were directed at ensuring that nobody was cut
off from heating oil, but there was very little we could do about the
price.

On a national level, Governor Pataki has written the Clinton Ad-
ministration asking for an immediate investigation into the factors
that have driven those price increases and supply shortages.

But there are some other things, and we believe the Federal Gov-
ernment can take other actions. I am probably piling on, but I feel
it is my responsibility to also say that we believe on the inter-
national side, which is clearly your domain and not ours, we be-
lieve we need to use our influence with OPEC, and also a lot of
non-OPEC cartel producers who have never been a factor before.
We believe that cartel control of production not only has reduced
supply but created the perception of a shortage, which may have
done as much as anything else to drive these prices through the
roof. I do want to add that, one of the questions that came up ear-
lier in the panel and wasn’t answered, was we believe in New York
State that the average homeowner will probably be paying some-
where between $250 and $350 a year in additional home heating
oil purchases. That probably will equate to about an additional $92
million in the state this year.

Beyond OPEC, I know New York State is in the process of urging
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to more equi-
tably allocate additional LIHEAP funds. We also had the same ex-
perience that was relayed by a couple of the Members, but in the
latest release of $45 million in emergency LIHEAP to ten North-
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eastern States and Alaska, for some reason New York did very
poorly in the allocation. For example, while New Hampshire was
mentioned, Maine was our comparison, and Maine received an ad-
ditional $208 for each LIHEAP-eligible individual, while New York
LIHEAP recipients received $37.68 on the same allocation.

Besides, I would like to go a little bit beyond LIHEAP. The heat-
ing oil problem has extended beyond LIHEAP-eligible people to
working families and small commercial customers who can’t meet
their high-cost oil obligation. This is causing, in New York at least,
a ripple effect among dealers who are not receiving full payment
for deliveries. All this is creating cash flow and bank line of credit
problems and a high risk of personal and company bankruptcies
that could weaken the oil distribution system. A quick means to
make funds available to those in need but not eligible for LIHEAP
is needed.

Another important step the Federal Government can take is to
ensure that there is adequate funding for the Coast Guard ice-
breakers. Without those five icebreakers in New York harbor and
on the Hudson River, we would not have the product that we need.

We are hearing rumors that Coast Guard services—we have, I
think, two 140-footers and three 65-footers—and we understand
that they have considered funding cuts for those three 65-footers.

Chairman GILMAN. These are Coast Guard icebreakers?
Mr. VALENTINO. Yes, sir.
Chairman GILMAN. Have they been funded properly in the past?
Mr. VALENTINO. They have been. We have just heard rumors

that within the Coast Guard budget there wasn’t funding this year
for those 65-footers, but they did find some funds for it.

Chairman GILMAN. Thank you.
Mr. VALENTINO. Finally, I guess the last comment, I would be

somewhat remiss if I didn’t say that we believe energy efficiency
is the most cost-effective way to reduce our dependency on foreign
oil, and we should do a little bit more in that regard.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I will be
glad to answer any questions you may have.

[The statement of Mr. Valentino appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Valentino.
Mr. Huber?

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. HUBER, VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
COUNSEL, PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA

Mr. HUBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for not having
a written statement available, and I will make one available in the
next two days.

I will primarily focus on the domestic situation. PMAA is a na-
tional association of petroleum marketers, and we represent resi-
dential heating oil retailers, 90 percent of which are small busi-
nesses.

Before beginning, I would like to join the Chairman in expressing
concern for consumers. The high prices and cold weather of the last
weeks will affect many of the working poor and middle class who
lack excess disposable income. My members have discussed this
problem with thousands of customers and, as this crisis eases, will
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turn their attention to easing the financial burden on those con-
sumers.

Unfortunately, for the past three weeks their sole attention has
been on making sure your constituents have product. They recog-
nize the impact of the financial drain, but it is critical that all
steps be taken to ensure that product is available.

It should also be noted, as Mr. Valentino noted, that this is cre-
ating a crisis for the small businesses I represent. Their cash flow
and credit lines have been stretched beyond breaking points, and
many undoubtedly will be filing for bankruptcy at the end of the
season.

The Committee is interested in why this happened and why so
severely in the heating oil sector. There are two words that I think
explain a lot of it. OPEC is a critical component of it and has led
to the modest but strong and continued upward pressure on prices.
The second is inventories and the backwardization in the market.

Backwardization is considered by industry leaders to be the most
important factor. That is a market signal that the prices of crude
product prices will fall over time. As a result, the industry is un-
willing and cannot afford to hold inventory. As we found out with
this last three-week period, inventories are critical to being able to
absorb price increases. Now, we are setting prices on a daily and
hourly basis. As to whether a barge can get into New York harbor
or whether it is delayed by high winds on the high seas, all affect
daily pricing. That is an unacceptable situation for the industry
and for consumers.

This volatility, as we know, is very bad for the industry and very
bad for consumers. The price should be much lower and should be
in the 70- to 80-cent price per gallon range for wholesale based on
OPEC. But OPEC is one of the people that creates that volatility
and the misperceptions in the market. As noted in the DOE testi-
mony, indications that supplies were going to increase in January,
which were not founded, led the industry to continue to be lean
through the winter. If there is an anticipation that prices will fall
as supplies become more available, everybody hesitates to take in
inventory.

These types of false signals to the market need to be stopped. As
the Committee has focused on us, we have governments making
policy decisions that affect consumers in the U.S. that do it without
repercussions, that do it in a coherent, conspiratorial fashion. We
need to control that to the best of our ability.

I want to mention some bright spots. There are very few, but I
will mention them.

Customers did receive oil during this crisis. Everybody worked
together—the states, the industry—to ensure that oil did flow to
consumers.

LIHEAP funds did become available. The hours of service were
relaxed by government. Government was responding. The Coast
Guard was keeping the waterways open. That is critical.

The other thing that has been a bright spot, as Mr. Valentino
mentioned, is efficiency of equipment has increased over the years.
Consumers are using half the amount of oil they were using 20
years ago. That is a critical part of the impact on the end con-
sumer. Unfortunately, our Government has not sought to fund that
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type of research and development to continue that trend, some-
thing the PMAA has to work for vigorously every year. We would
hope the Department of Energy will be willing to change its posi-
tion and support movements to ensure residential research con-
tinues.

A couple of the other problems that we think need to be ad-
dressed: We think that there needs to be better information on
international stocks of oil. Traditionally, stocks of heating oil have
flowed back and forth between Europe and the U.S., depending on
demand, and I think there was anticipation that more flow from
Europe would come this year. However, they did continue to con-
sume all the oil that was sent over there earlier in the year.

The industry needs to be better apprised of what the inter-
national stocks of distillate are. Interruptibles, which have been
mentioned by many Members of the Committee, have raised some
interesting issues. They have been typically termed ‘‘industrial
users,’’ but those industrial users are actually hospitals, schools,
nursing homes. It has been critical that the heating oil industry
has stood up and made sure that those customers did get oil. We
believe that the suppliers of those interruptibles need to bear some
of the burden of making sure that supplies are available for those
consumers throughout the winter. We think, and have suggested it
many times, that interruptible consumers also have supplies of
heating oil on hand so that they don’t jump into our market and
immediately send the price of oil spiking.

We intend PMAA to work with the states, the National Associa-
tion of Energy Officials, and the Department of Energy to try to
educate consumers to these problems and try to develop systems
within the industry and within private consumers that will allow
them to mitigate future problems. We will invest a lot of time and
effort into that over the coming months.

Finally, we do think that inventory, as I mentioned earlier, is
critical. Many Members of the Committee have mentioned the re-
gional product reserve. PMAA members have never supported that.
However, we do feel that Government must start helping us de-
velop the incentives to have inventory in place. It has been the pol-
icy of this Government to discourage inventories through environ-
mental regulations for many, many years; and, therefore, we are
starting to bear the burden of those shortages and tightness of sup-
plies. We need to all work together to make sure these types of
spikes don’t happen again.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Huber appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Huber.
Mr. Costello?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT COSTELLO, CHIEF ECONOMIST,
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS

Mr. COSTELLO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Bob Costello,
Chief Economist of the American Trucking Associations. We appre-
ciate this opportunity to testify before this Committee on the diesel
fuel crisis that is devastating our industry.

In order to meet the freight needs of the country, thousands of
motor carriers who are ATA members need Government action
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now. As the Nation enjoys the benefits from this record-long eco-
nomic expansion, an expansion of which the trucking industry has
played an integral part, I fear that the rise in oil prices and the
rapid surge in diesel fuel could bring all that to an end.

The trucking industry is the backbone of this new economy. As
more and more consumers simply point and click to buy a vast
array of merchandise on the Internet, they depend on an efficient
and productive trucking industry to deliver those goods in a timely
manner.

But trucks deliver far more than just goods bought on the Web.
They transport nearly every commodity consumed. In fact, 81 cents
out of every dollar spent on freight transportation goes to trucking.
The Nation’s 3 million truck drivers haul 6.7 billion tons of goods
annually. Furthermore, over 70 percent of communities in the U.S.
rely exclusively on trucks to deliver the freight they consume. This
is clearly a vital industry that comprises nearly five percent of
GDP and employs 9.6 million people nationwide.

Trucking is only becoming more and more important to the U.S.
economy because of its reliability and flexibility. As increasingly
more businesses reduce costly inventory, they depend on trucks to
bring them the goods and supplies they need exactly on time. This
ability of trucking to keep down costs for further industries has
been fundamental in suppressing inflation in recent years. But I
fear all this could come to an end with the recent surge in diesel
fuel prices. Instead of propelling the economy, trucking could be a
significant drag if the industry does not receive relief soon.

Diesel fuel is often the second highest expense for truckers and
comprises up to 20 percent of their operating budget, especially for
smaller companies. In addition, the trucking industry consumes
nearly 30 billion gallons of diesel fuel each year. So as the national
average price of diesel fuel rose from 96 cents a gallon a year ago
to $1.30 by the end of 1999, as published by the U.S. Department
of Energy, we were somewhat concerned. But it was not until the
recent spike that our industry has spoken out.

Since January 1st of this year, the average price per gallon has
shot up 17 cents, or 12 percent, but that is not the worst of it. On
the East Coast, the situation is grim.

Since the beginning of the year, the East Coast average price per
gallon has increased 25 percent to $1.63. Specifically in the Central
Atlantic States and New England, the price has risen an astound-
ing 43 percent and 55 percent, respectively, in only six weeks. In
the Central Atlantic area, the average price per gallon is just under
$2, with the New England price at $2.12.

Our members have told us of a considerable number of ridiculous
price increases in an extremely short period of time. For instance,
some areas of New York State witnessed 30-cent increases or more
in only a few days.

Then there was a trucker that pulled into a New York State
truck stop one night to sleep. When he awoke eight hours later to
fill up his truck, the price had jumped nearly 15 cents from the
night before.

Before the recent spike, trucking companies had profit margins
of only two to four percent on average. Now many small-and me-
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dium-size companies are actually losing money on every single
haul.

While there are some pretty big carriers out there, over 70 per-
cent of the Nation’s 400,000 trucking companies operate six or
fewer trucks. So as all trucking companies are feeling the crunch,
it is these 280,000 companies that are being pummeled.

Let me try to put this current fuel crisis in context. The trucking
industry is now operating at near capacity limits due to a booming
economy and an acute driver shortage. If the industry does not get
some fuel relief soon, it is likely that a significant number of small
and medium-size companies will be forced to close their doors and
park their trucks; and at least in the short run, the larger trucking
companies will not be able to pick up the slack. This will cause a
significant number of bottlenecks in the supply chain, and freight
will start to pile up at docks. This situation will slow the economy
much faster than any interest rate hikes from the Federal Reserve.

Other modes of transportation will not be able to fill the void.
First of all, they are also being severely impacted by fuel prices.
Second, only trucks can deliver goods to grocery stores, malls, hos-
pitals, and schools, to name a few. In our letter to President Clin-
ton, a copy of which is attached to this testimony, we are asking
the Government to get involved in a few ways.

First, we believe it is necessary to release oil from the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve. The 9.6 million taxpayers that work in truck-
ing-related jobs have helped to buy that oil, and we are now asking
that some of it be released. This will have an immediate impact
and should provide a substantial amount of relief.

Second, we are asking that the Government enter into immediate
talks with OPEC and try to convince them to start producing more
oil. We should remind them of the assistance we provided only a
decade ago, keeping them at arm’s length from an Iraqi dictator.
It would also be helpful if the Small Business Administration
would provide loans for companies trying to survive in this difficult
time, as Energy Secretary Richardson suggested yesterday.

In conclusion, just imagine any type of company trying to survive
when the second highest expense is escalating as fast as diesel fuel
apparently is. It is nearly impossible. The growth of both the truck-
ing industry and the aggregate economy relies on a quick solution
to this problem. I truly believe our economic stability depends on
it.

I thank you for your time, and I would be happy to entertain any
questions.

[The statement of Mr. Costello appears in the appendix.]
Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Costello, and I thank our

panelists for their testimony.
Mr. Valentino, what steps is Governor Pataki taking to help

home heating oil distributors overcome their resupply problems
around the State?

Mr. VALENTINO. Sir, beyond my testimony, what we have tried
to do is get as much supply from other states as we can. We have
done that through licensing and making it easier for our truckers
to go out of state. Some of the other things we have done is try to
reduce the sulfur content, but pretty clearly, the number of things
we have available to us are limited.
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We look to the future, however, and there is a number of things
we probably will try to do. We will probably try to increase gas
pipelines into the State of New York, particularly for interruptible
customers. We are probably going to encourage our people to lock
in a fixed rate contract at the beginning of the season, and we are
going to try to look at bulk purchasing for low-income people be-
cause, generally, lower-income people pay at the highest rate—to
see if we can help them out a little bit.

Chairman GILMAN. To all of our panelists, you have been looking
at this shortage. What conclusions have you drawn with regard to
the cause of the shortage?

Mr. HUBER. It, certainly, Mr. Chairman, has been a number of
factors—as I indicated, the low inventories being the most impor-
tant. There have been several years of warm weather in the indus-
try; and this was a strong and severe cold for an extended period
of time that really made the inventories, which were tight as they
were, go even farther down, which made us ride on a spot market
where price wasn’t really even a factor in getting supply. Getting
supply itself was the critical factor, which spikes prices in those
settings.

Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Costello?
Mr. COSTELLO. On average, it costs $150 more to fill up a truck

now than it did a year ago. This is an industry with well over a
million trucks. It is a substantial increase that could be upwards
of at least $100 million.

Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Valentino, do you care to comment?
Mr. VALENTINO. Not much more than what I said earlier in my

testimony, sir, but I think that as we look at the standard price
differential between the wholesale price of home heating oil and
crude oil, it is generally 52 cents a gallon. In the last couple of
weeks, this differential went up to about 83 cents a gallon—to a
wholesale price of $1.35 a gallon. So the standard differential now
is up to about 83 cents, and generally it should track the OPEC
prices. The OPEC price is going up.

There is a lot of data that we have to collect, and it is probably
going to take us a couple of months to sort all this stuff out.

Chairman GILMAN. Has New York been shortchanged in the allo-
cation of funds in the LIHEAP Program?

Mr. VALENTINO. That is a good question, and actually we are
working with Human Service people trying to understand the allo-
cation formula. But in this latest allocation of emergency LIHEAP
funds, if we do a per capita comparison with the other states look-
ing at the eligible clients, in some cases it is three and four-fold
for the other states as compared with New York. So we have asked
for a clarification as to how the allocation——

Chairman GILMAN. Who have you addressed that to?
Mr. VALENTINO. We have worked within the State of New York

and our Office of Temporary Disability and Assistance, which work
with HHS. So we have directed it back through state channels to
the Federal Government.

Chairman GILMAN. We would welcome it if you would let us
know when you get an appropriate response to your inquiry.

Mr. VALENTINO. Yes, sir, we will.
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Chairman GILMAN. If you would forward that to the Committee,
we will make it part of this record.

Chairman GILMAN. Gentlemen, all of the panelists, should the
DOE release oil from the Nation’s Strategic Petroleum Reserve to
help us with this problem?

Mr. COSTELLO. Absolutely. I think that we are in a critical situa-
tion with the trucking industry. As I stated in my testimony, many,
many, literally thousands of carriers are losing money on each and
every haul because of this rapid increase in prices.

I think we have come to a point where if the price doesn’t lower,
we could have significant bottlenecks because trucking companies
simply will have to park their trucks.

Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Huber?
Mr. HUBER. We are hesitant to have the Government play a

major role in the markets. We think that it would have been crit-
ical several weeks ago for a major statement and some jawboning
to get some of the OPEC—SPR oil released as a way to break some
of the market psychology that was letting oil drift up and rise so
rapidly.

Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Valentino?
Mr. VALENTINO. We are also hesitant—obviously, we would like

some more supply. I think to activate a drawdown from the SPRO
it would take probably a number of weeks. Some people have said
six to ten weeks to draw down the crude oil, transport it to refin-
eries, and deliver a refined product. In all likelihood, the current
price spike will have passed. I leave it up to the experts on the
Federal level to decide what constitutes an emergency.

I think we are somewhat hesitant as well about releasing the
SPRO.

Chairman GILMAN. Gentlemen, do you have any recommenda-
tions for any policies we ought to put in place, local, state, or Fed-
eral, to ensure we don’t have a repeat of the ongoing energy crisis?

Mr. HUBER. I will make a couple quick comments. We are looking
at a change in the refinery capacity in this country that is signifi-
cant. We are going to have ever sharper and more stringent re-
quirements for the fuels that we use, both for diesel and gasoline,
which leads to reduced production, makes us less of an inter-
national player in buying fuel, and which makes the U.S. a seg-
regated market. All those create difficulties long term. We need to
be much more cautious in making environmental changes that
have those secondary implications.

Second, we also have fuel locked-in in the U.S., so that we are
not producing. We again need to be more careful in allowing fuel
to be produced in the United States, which is one of the few major
free market suppliers of oil in the world. We have to encourage pro-
duction because we are always going to be subject to OPEC and
countries restricting supply. We need to be much more cautious on
that in the future.

Chairman GILMAN. Do you think, gentlemen, we should establish
a fuel oil reserve in the Northeast? Comments?

Mr. HUBER. We do not think that a regional product reserve is
appropriate at this time. There are lots of storage in the U.S. and
in the Northeast. It has to be encouraged to be filled. It needs to
be handled by the private sector. People need to be doing more for-
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ward purchasing. Whether it is the trucking industry, the heating
oil consumers, state governments, the airlines, we need to ensure
that they have supplies available for the long term. We need to rec-
ognize that we are dealing with a volatile product and ensure that
people are forward purchasing so we don’t run into tight inven-
tories.

Chairman GILMAN. Any other comments by Mr. Costello?
Mr. COSTELLO. Yes, I would definitely say that we would prob-

ably encourage something like that. There are many, many small
trucking companies out there that simply can’t afford to have big
reserves set aside for when there are supply problems. It is these
companies that haul a significant amount of freight, so anything
that could help in making sure there is enough supply we would
encourage.

Chairman GILMAN. Mr. Valentino, do you want to comment?
Mr. VALENTINO. Yes, there are a couple of concerns we would

have about that, and we haven’t studied it in detail. But I believe
it would be a great deal of expense to maintain these reserves, and
as I understand the technology, it isn’t like maintaining crude. I
think you have to have additives, churn it around. It is a pretty
expensive proposition, and, obviously, that would be passed along
to the consumer and one would have to really judge whether the
cost/benefit was there.

I worry that companies would reduce their stocks by a like
amount if they believe Government is in the storage business, and
then in New York, I would probably have responsibility for releas-
ing it. I often wonder, what would be the direction—when would
we consider it an emergency? When the price goes up 25 percent?
When the price goes up 50 percent? We would be interfering with
the markets. But those are just my preliminary thoughts.

I would like to clarify one thing, Mr. Chairman. I had said that
we had requested LIHEAP assistance through our health and
human services organizations within the state. One of my col-
leagues just gave me a letter from Governor Pataki to Secretary
Richardson requesting it directly that way.

Chairman GILMAN. Thank you. One last question. What steps
should the Administration here in Washington take to meet your
trucking crisis?

Mr. COSTELLO. I think definitely selling off some of the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve would help.

Chairman GILMAN. As Mr. Valentino mentioned, it could take six
weeks before you get the benefit of that.

Mr. COSTELLO. I also think the market would react to that, and
as I said, back during the Gulf War time, the prices dropped sub-
stantially, immediately. I think that would help in relaxing the
market and perhaps, I think, would drop prices.

Chairman GILMAN. Just the decision to release would help.
Mr. COSTELLO. Yes.
Chairman GILMAN. Any other last thoughts that any of our good

panelists have? We can’t thank you enough for being here. Any last
thoughts you would like to leave with the Committee.

Mr. HUBER. We just want to express our thanks for the Commit-
tee’s consideration of this critical issue. Your concern, I think, does
help the industry move forward and makes us look more closely to
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solutions, and hopefully we can revisit with the Committee and
other Members as better developed solutions emerge that will pro-
tect us in the long term.

Chairman GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Huber.
I would like to encourage the panelists, if you have any further

thoughts you would like to add for the record, don’t hesitate to
send them on within the next few days to our Committee, and we
will make them part of the record.

Again, our thanks to you for being here today and offering your
comments.

The Committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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